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UNIT-2  SEC-1Sunita Williams-The Astronaut
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. Sunita Williams’ favourite food on earth was_______________ and _____________ on a tortilla.
a. peanut butter, honey                 b. peanut butter, marshmallow                 c. marshmallow, maple syrup
2. Sunita and her siblings were encouraged to eat ___________________.
a. eggs, meat, and fish                 b. a vegetarian meal                                  c. both
3. John Young learned to fly a copter _______________________.
a. to join the Airforce                  b. to travel along with Sunita Williams       c. to land the lunar lander

II. Annotate the following:
I. “Do not take it for granted, because 98 percent of the tests are medical in nature and only two percent are interviews.”
a. Name the lesson and the speaker.
b. Where was the speaker while giving the above advice?
c. What does the speaker not want aspiring astronauts to take for granted?
2. Sunita was fascinated. Why can’t I be an astronaut, she thought.”
a. After listening to whose speech was Sunita fascinated?
b. What interesting information did the speaker mention?
c. What did Sunita Williams do to pursue her dream?

III. Answer briefly:
1. What are the two factors that helped Sunita understand that we are all part of one world?
2. For how many months did Sunita stay at the International Space Station? What was her first message to earth?

IV. Answer in detail:
1. How did Sunita spend her leisure time in space?
2. Why is it said that travelling to space is an extraordinary experience?

V. Textual Grammar
I. Choose the correct phrase from the following: [immensely popular/faithful scene/powerful influence]
II. Choose the correct sport with the help of the terms associated with it: cross-court, deuce, set game, grand slam, ace.
[Cricket/Tennis/Hockey]____________________________________________________________________

III. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the bracket:
1. If you have a short _______(commute/communication), you may not be too concerned about the mileage of your car.
2. Many parents _________________(compete/compel) their children to opt their choice of stream in college.

IV. Complete the following sentences with Past Simple or Past Continuous form of the verb in brackets:
1. Neena _____________________(chop) the vegetables when she ___________________(hear) a knock on the door.
2. My cousin__________________(meet) his wife, Bianca, while he __________________(live) in Italy.
3. I _______________________ (switch off) the computer as it ______________________(make) a strange noise.
4. We ________________________(play) video games when my mum ______________, (say), ‘Turn the volume down!’
5. My dad ___________________(listen) to classical music when I __________________(arrive) home from school.

V. Join the sentences with the word given in brackets:
1. Mr. James was late for work. His car broke down. (as) ____________________________________________________
2. It was dark. I switched on the light. (since) _____________________________________________________________
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3. He read his book. He was waiting for the bus. (while) ____________________________________________________
4. She was driving home. She got into an accident. (when) __________________________________________________

UNIT 3, SECTION 1 - THE GIFT OF KU (ONLY TEXTUAL EXERCISES)
I. Fill in the blank with the correct idiomatic expressions:
(to turn over a new leaf / sour grapes / let the grass grow under one’s feet / forbidden fruit)
1. Mary is always busy in life, she doesn’t ___________________________________________.
2. John after wasting time, promised ______________________ if we give him one more chance.
3. He should take recent criticisms seriously, not treat them as ___________________________.
4. If something is enjoyable but illegal or immoral, it will be called a ______________________.

II. Choose the correct word from those given in brackets:
1. She ___________________ to be more careful with her academic life in future. (vowed/wowed)
2. His parents kept a round-the-clock ________________ at his bedside. (vigilant/vigil)
3. They all heard him __________________ something in the class. (murmur/murdering)

III. Change the following to Passive voice:
1. We will hold the meeting tomorrow. _________________________________________________________
2. The bird is eating the crumbs. ______________________________________________________________
3. Chris hit the ball. ________________________________________________________________________
4. They are studying the new lesson a bit harder. _________________________________________________
5. I know the boy. _________________________________________________________________________
6. The jury will declare the results in a few minutes.______________________________________________
7. She had already cooked the food.  __________________________________________________________
8. He will have received the letter before you reach there. __________________________________________
9. She is singing a song. ____________________________________________________________________
10.   Indian scientists are developing the technology against data hacking.
________________________________________________________________________________________

UNIT-3, SECTION-3  THINK LIKE A TREE
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. ‘Grow strong without notice’ means_________________.
a) Be ready in any situation of life    b) Teach some lesson to others              c) Be confident
2. “Provide shelter to strangers” Who are the strangers?  a) Monkey    b) Birds    c) Children
3. The beauty and magic of trees, reminds us of their _____________.  a) Pleasant    b) Wisdom   c) Experience joy

II. Annotate the following:
“Emerge renewed at the first signs of spring.”
a. What is being ‘spring’ referred to here?
b. What should one feel at the end of the tough times?
c. Who is the poet of the poem for the line above?

III. Answer the following:
1. What does the poem ‘Think Like A Tree’ make you think of?
2.‘Stand tall after a storm’, Describe the quality of the tree depicted in this line.
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IV. Complete the following lines:
Be graceful in the wind
_______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
Hang tough through a cold spell                                      Poet _________________

UNIT- 4, SECTION 1 - THREE DAYS TO SEE
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. Helen Keller sees the things around her with the help of her _______. a) nurse          b) parents             c) fingertips
2. Helen would go to ____________ to see the pageant of man’s progress. a) Temple      b) Museum          c) Exhibition
3. Helen Keller advised everyone to use their ______________ wisely.     a) wisdom      b) every sense      c) talent
4. Helen wants to see the ___________ of the people on the first day.       a) kindness     b) humbleness      c) cruelty
5. Which of the following is one thing Helen Keller wished to happen?
a) Every human being could have pity on those physically challenged.
b) Every human being were stricken blind and deaf in their life.
c)Evert human being could appreciate the beauty of life.

II. Annotate the following:
‘I who am blind can give one hint to those who can see: use your eyes as if tomorrow you would be stricken blind.’
a) Name the lesson of the above lines and who is ‘I’ referred to ______________.
b) What does the author tell us through the given hint?
c) Do you think the sense of sight is the most delightful? Why?

III. Answer briefly:
1. How did Hellen Keller admire the beauty in nature?
2. Why does Hellen Keller wish that everyone should be struck blind and deaf once?
3. Explain the following expression: new revelations of beauty.

IV. Answer in detail:
Write in detail how Hellen Keller divided her three days to see.

V. Textual Grammar
I. Choose the correct answer from the options given:  (touch, eye, fingertips, ear, sight)
1. According to Helen Keller, __________________ is the “Window of the Soul”.
2. Of all the senses, the writer feels that the sense of __________________ is the most delightful.
4. The writer finds hundreds of things to interest her through mere ______

II. Combine the sentences using so ……. that:
1. The famine was very severe. Several people perished.  ___________________________________________
2. Gold is very expensive today. I could not buy it. ________________________________________________
3. My child’s room was very untidy. He could not find anything he was looking for. __________________________
4. The rent of the building was very high. I could not pay on time. ____________________________________
5. Everyone worked very hard. They managed to help flood victims. __________________________________
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III. Choose the correct word from the options given:
1. No idea________________ the ____________ will be good or bad tomorrow. (whether/weather)
2. I would love to have ice cream as today’s _________. Many wild animals are found in Sahara _______ (dessert/desert)
3. Will you tighten this screw, it is extremely  __________. Don’t ____________ hope.(lose/loose)

IV. Unscramble the words given and fill in the blanks: [SMMYETYR/HRLISE/ARONAPMA/LITECAT/TANGPAE ]
1. A vast __________________ of the valley lay before us.
2. She ate her cake slowly and with _______________________.
3. I loved the house because it had perfect __________________.
4. The blind girl used her __________________ sense to read the book that was written in Braille.

V. A) Combine the sentences using relative clauses: (who, whom, whose, which, that)
1. She’s the girl. Her brother plays in the football team. _____________________________________________
2. That’s the dictionary. Bill gave it to me for Christmas. ____________________________________________
3. This is farmer’s hut.  The roof is always leaking.  ________________________________________________
4. This is Monica. She lives in Switzerland. _____________________________________________________________
5. I read many stories. They left a great impact on my character building.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
B) Fill in the blanks with suitable relative pronouns (who, whom, whose, which, that)
1. I talked to Salman and Zayan __________________ car had broken down.
2. The visitor for __________________ you were waiting has arrived.
3. The article__________________ you have sent me was very interesting.
4. No one likes people __________________ are selfish.
5. Children ___________hate chocolate are uncommon.
VI. Do as directed:
Paralegal, Paradise, Paramedic, Parallel (Underline the words in which ‘Para’ is used as a prefix)

UNIT-4, SECTION- 3    I WAS BORN DIFFERENT
I. Choose the correct option:
1. Who wrote the poem ’I was Born Different’? a) Karen Shragg b) Ruskin Bond c) Deanna C. Dilley
2. The Repetition of a line or phrase in a poem is called____________. a) Imagery   b) Refrain   c) Alliteration

II. Annotate the following:
1. “I never had many friends
I used to be shy
But not anymore”
a) Who is the ‘I’ mention here?
b) What does the line mean by ‘but not any more’?
c) Explain the context.
2. “Now have bowling and track
And basketball too!”
a) What does the poet convey to us through the above lines?
b) Name the poem and the poet of the above lines.
c) Explain the context.
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III. Answer briefly:
1. What does the poet expect from society in the poem ‘I was Born Different’?
2. What are the reactions of the people while seeing the poet?
3. In what ways do people react when they see the poet of the poem, ‘I was Born Different’?

LR: LESSON-2  THE PICKWICK CLUB
I. Choose the correct answer:
1.The cabman thought that Mr. Pickwick was a spy because   ___________________.
a) he was a find old gentleman.                b) he dressed in an old- fashioned way      c) he was asking him a lot of questions
2. Mr. Pickwick himself liked _____. a) Science and natural history   b) Science and Technology    c) Science and history
3. Mr. Pickwick needs to write about ____________________on his special journey.
a) Everyone he met.                                                                                b) Everything he saw.
c) Everything that happened and everything he thought                        d) All of the above.
4. Mr. Pickwick lived in ______________________.   a) Sydney, Australia   b) Delhi, India    c) London, England
5. The age of the horse of the cabman __________________.   a) 43    b) 42   c) 45   d) 41

II. Annotate the following:
1. They thought they were going to see some fun ‘What’s the trouble?’ One of them asked.
a) Name the lesson and who are ‘they’ in the above lines?
b) What was the trouble?
c) Explain the context.

III. Answer briefly:
1. The three men who went with Mr. Pickwick on his journey had different nature and different interest.
Write a short note on all of them.
2. Why did cabman threw the money on the ground?
3. What did the tall man do at the coach station?

IV. Answer in detail:
1. Write the character sketch of Samuel Pickwick
2. What was the action done by the cabman?

V. Textual Grammar
Match the compound nouns and fill in the blank to complete the sentences:
middle eye
round age
bright face
1.He is a slight man in __________with short, grey hair and a stubble beard.
2.The moon smiled down on us with its  _______________________.
3.He is described with a_______________ and blond hair.

LR - L-4  THE FUN THEY HAD

I. Choose the correct answer:

1.To which world does the story ‘The Fun They Had’ take the readers to? a)Past world  b)Present world

c) Future world where the computers will play a major role.
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2.Why did Margie hate school now more than ever?  a) She hated school because she never got off. b)She hated school

because of county inspector.  c) She hated school because the mechanical teacher gave her too many tests.

3. What did Margie hope for when the county inspector took the mechanical teacher apart?

a) That Tommy found  the real book.  b)That the inspector would take the mechanical teacher away altogether

c) That the history sector would blank completely.

4. What did the teacher in the real book do? a) Taught and gave questions in person. b) Taught through computer

c) Mailed the lessons.

5) What was the difference between old schools and modern schools?   a) Old school had many friends and modern school

had no fellows. b) Old schools had playground and modern school had computer screen. c) Both a  and  b

II. Annotate the following:
1. “I wouldn’t throw it away.”                                                                                                                                              a)
Who says these words to whom?
b) What does ‘it’ refer to?
c) What is it being compared with by the speaker?
II. Answer the following:
1. Why was Margie disappointed?
2. Where was Margie’s school? Did she have any classmates?
3. What subject did Margie and Tommy learn?
IV. Answer in detail:
1. Why did Margie’s mother send for the County Inspector?
2. Why did Margie hope that the County Inspector would take away her mechanical teacher?
V.Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs in the box:
carefully awfully nonchalantly quickly loftily
a) The newspaper must be read___________ so that knowledge can be improved.
b) At the seminar, Sheena answered our questions__________________ shrugging his shoulders.
c) When I complimented Rohan on his success, he just smiled______________ and turned away.
d) The CEO of the company is ____________________busy and will not be able to meet you.
e) He finished his work____________ so that he could go out to play.
I. READING - Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions:
Flower Power
As a child, Mary had wonderful memories of her grandmother. They did so many exciting things together: swimming in
the ocean, flying kites, making snowmen in the front yard. But when her grandmother’s health began to deteriorate in the
fall of 1994, Mary knew that their time together was limited. Every few days, Mary would make the drive from
Washington, DC to Winchester, VA to visit her grandmother, who was staying in the hospital there.
Mary hated highway driving, finding it ugly and monotonous. She preferred to take meandering back roads to the hospital.
When she drove through the rocky town of Harpers Ferry, the beauty of the rough waters churning at the intersection of
the Shenandoah and Potomac rivers always captivated her. Toward the end of her journey, Mary had to get on highway 81.
It was here that she discovered a surprising bit of beauty during one of her trips. Along the median of the highway, there
was a long stretch of wildflowers. They were thin and delicate and purple. They swayed in the wind as if whispering
secrets to one another. The first time she saw the flowers, Mary was seized by an uncontrollable urge to pull over on the
highway and yank a bunch from the soil. She carried them into her grandmother’s room when she arrived at the hospital
and placed them in a water pitcher by her bed. For a moment her grandmother seemed more lucid than usual. She thanked
Mary for the flowers, commented on their beauty, and asked where she had gotten them. Mary was overjoyed by the
ability of the flowers to wake up something inside her ailing grandmother.
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Afterwards, Mary began carrying clippers in the car during her trips to visit her grandmother. She would quickly glide

onto the shoulder, jump out of the car, and cut a bunch of flowers. Each time Mary placed the flowers in the pitcher, her

grandmother’s eyes would light up and they would have a splendid conversation. It was a chilly morning in late October

when Mary got the call. The man at the hospital calmly informed her that her grandmother had taken a turn for the worse.

Mary got in her car and headed to the hospital. She sped past the place where she usually stopped to pick the flowers.

After continuing ahead for about a mile, she put on her emergency lights and pulled onto the median. She reentered the

highway going the opposite way. When Mary arrived back at the flowers, she was surprised to see how many of them had

withered and turned brown, probably as a result of the cold. Nonetheless, she spotted a patch that bravely retained that

vibrant purple glow. She cut a few of them and hopped back into her car and headed for the hospital.

When Mary arrived at the hospital, she found her grandmother very weak and unresponsive. She placed the flowers in the

pitcher and sat down to hold her grandmother’s hand. She felt a light squeeze on one of her fingers. It would be the last

conversation they ever had.

1. Based on the reading, it can be understood that Mary's grandmother ____________________________.

a) was an exceptionally strong swimmer                                                        b) had a variety of colorful kites

c) enjoyed spending time outdoors                                                                 d) lived in a cold and windy area

2.  Every few days, Mary would make the drive from________________________________ to visit  her

grandmother.(Complete the sentence)

3. Why did Mary hate highway driving?__________________________________________________

4.What was the surprising bit of beauty that Mary discovered.________________________________________________

5. Did Mary’s grandmother like the flowers? What was her reaction?

6.What difference to the flowers did Mary notice when she went to pick them for the last time?

7.Pick out the antonyms of the following words:

a) cowardly_______________   b) firm__________________

II. Read the following poem carefully and answer the questions:
If you can’t be pine on the top of the hill,
Be a scrub in the valley-but be
The best little scrub by the side of the stream;
Be a bush if you can’t be a tree.
If you can’t be a bush be a bit of the grass,
And some highway happier make;
If you can’t be a muskie then just be an edible fish
But the liveliest fish in the lake!
We can’t all be captains, we’ve got to be crew,
There’s something for all of us here.
There’s big work to do and there’s lesser to do,
And the task we must do is the near.
If you can’t be a highway then just be a trail,
If you can’t be the sun, be a star;
It isn’t by size that you win or you fail-
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Be the best of whatever you are!
I. Select the best option for the following.
1. The speaker in the poem sounds_______________.   a) proud     b) despondent     c) angry    d) positive
2. The message of the poem is__________________
(a) ambitions can lead to unhappiness.                                                         (b) all people are equally good.
(c) instead of wishing to be like someone else, we should be the best.       (d)  we must compete with others.
3. The line, ‘There’s something for all of us here.’ here speaks about___________
(a) the importance of competitiveness.                                        (b) the possibility of peaceful coexistence.
(c) the division between rich and poor.                                        (d) the poor facilities of food and shelter.
4. What does the line ‘We can’t be Captains, we’ve got to be crew, means?
(a) We must command others to follow us.                        (b) If not the leader we can be the best member.
(c) We must be the captain of our life.                               (d) If not the captain we must be the passenger.
5. ‘If not a pine tree be a bush but be best.’ means___________________________________.
6. According to the poet size doesn’t matter but he wants everyone to be the best. (True/ False)
7. Give a suitable title to the poem.

WRITING -  I.  NOTICE WRITING ( SCHOOL BASED)
a) You are Rajeev Kumar/Ruchi Sharma, the Cultural Secretary of Little Flowers High School, Hyderabad. Write a notice
on behalf of your school inviting all grandparents of the students of your school to celebrate World Elders’ Day.
b) You are Michael Patrick/Malissa Jacob, School Captain of Kabir Model School, Rohtak. Write a notice informing the
students about a debate competition to be held in your school.
II. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH – With hints.
Write a biographical sketch of Vishwanathan Anand, Grandmaster, a world Chess Champion in your own words in not
more than 100-120 words. Hints have been given.

Born:                          December 11,1969, in Tamil Nadu
Nationality:                Indian
Hobbies:                     Listening to music, swimming and reading
Also known as:          Vishy or the ‘Tiger of Madras’
Instructor:                   Learnt chess from mother at the age of 6
Marital status:            Married
Children:                    A son
Known for:                Undisputed Title of World Chess Champion from 2007 to 2013
Achievements            First Asian at 17 to win the world chess title at the FIDE Junior Championship, 1987

Published his collection of games under the title Vishy Anand: ‘My Best Games of

Chess’

Padma Shri at the age of 18

Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratan

Padma Vibhushan

Arjun Award

Chess Oscar

III DIARY ENTRY :
a) A recent visit to a blind school in your city has made you extremely sympathetic and thoughtful for the need of helping
the physically challenged. Express your thoughts in the form of a diary entry.
b) Share your plans in the form of a diary entry, regarding the forthcoming Mid Term Exam
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